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10-09-2010, 04:45 am #1 Join date: August 2004 Location: Los Angeles GURPS 4e Interactive/Fillable PDF character sheet The lack of a PDF character sheet with interactive areas was mentioned recently. As it seemed like a fairly work thing, and I had a couple days to kill, I decided to feed my obsessive nature by creating an interactive/interactive thing. It can be found here. In addition to the empty one, there's also in a filled sheet as an
example of what it looks like with some information on (screenshots). A few things to note: The 'Reputation' (Reaction Modifier) and 'Character Notes' sections are multi-line on the original sheet, but I wasn't able to create a text box that quite closely matches existing lines. Instead they are single line text fields. Values for ST, DX, IQ, and HT are entered directly into your box; Prices for HP, Will, Per, and FP are determined by entering your point
totals. The complete sheet will look similar to non-interactive sheets, with the sole exception of individual DR locations in the DR box. I think the tab should be consistent and logical throughout the command, so in principle you could work through the entire sheet by hitting the tab and entering the information. As far as I can tell, attribute calculations are working fine with all the positive points (i.e., to improve spending points). They can be a bit
awkward if symptoms are reduced to get points back and not using full multiples — when doing so, try not to use the numbers in between (so if HP is low, use -2, -4, -6; if FP-less, use-3, -6, -9; etc. No big deal since most people would be doing that anyway, but I thought I'd mention). Unless you keep in mind that this is by no means a character generator, just a convenient way to create legible sheets of characters that are already created, you
won't be disappointed. This only includes the most basic of calculations, where the formulas were simple enough to work for the feature. Happy to hear any feedback and suggestions for improvement. Enjoy! Last edited by mook; 12-10-2016 02:34 PM | 10-09-2010, 05:43 AM Join date #2: September 2004 Location: Torino, Italy Re: GURPS 4e Interactive/Fillable PDF Character Sheet Quotes: Originally posted by mook happy to hear any
feedback and suggestions for improvement. Enjoy! right cause! I think it would be very useful. Collection of GURPS Mantra 10-09-2010, 05:57 AM join date #3: October 2005 Location: Gottingen, Germany Re: GURPS 4e Interactive/Fillable PDF character sheet looks really good! Is it somehow possible to save the document with filled data? I didn't work ... 10-09-2010, 06:13 AM joining #4 Date: July 2005 Location: Jeffersonville, Ind. Re:
GURPS 4e Interactive/Fillable PDF Character Sheet Quotes: Originally Posted by OldSam Looks Really Good Is it possible somehow Documents with filled data? I didn't work ... It's mostly a range of Adobe Reader. Acrobatics professionally allows it as some non-Adobe audience, but I can't really tell you which ones. The user was formerly known as ciaran_skye.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Quote: My mace speaks ghost. Antoine Ten Monros 10-09-2010, 06:31 AM #5 Join date: May 2005 Location: Oakdale, MN Ray: GURPS 4e Interactive/Fillable PDF Character Sheet Superb Work!
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ciaran_skye #6________________________________________ well, well, I thought it was a
range of documents made with Adobe software, but it's really just the reader. It was simply tested and a working option is Foxit PDF Reader.   10-09-2010, 08:13 AM Join date #7: September 2004 Location: Earth Re: GURPS 4e Interactive/Fillable PDF Character Sheet I thought the latest version of Adobe Reader allowed you to save forms.. । Could be wrong, and not sure if the OS affects it. I switch back and forth between Mac and Linux and
find my original PDF audience useful enough, if there are problems with native people I only use Adobe. Bob -- just play. Enjoy. Enjoy the game. — Michael Jordan 10-09-2010, 12:43 PM #8 Join date: August 2004 Location: Los Angeles Re: GURPS 4e Interactive/Getty Images Is it somehow possible to save the document with filled data? I didn't work ... Oops, apparently it's something I can do on my end (who knew?). Please try downloading
again and see if you can save in reader now.   10-09-2010, 12:58 PM Join date #9: April 2005 Location: Schleswig, Germany Re: GURPS 4e Interactive/Getty Images Please try downloading again and see if you can save in reader now. I don't know if it helps, but I can save the file with data in Foxit Reader. Good job, by the way! None of the english phrases were harmed during the writing of this post.   10-09-2010, 01:32 PM #10 Again:
GURPS 4e Interactive/Getty Images It looks like it will be quite a bit of work sheet. Thanks for doing so!   January 24, 2020 This release includes some good improvements and general bug improvements, and addresses the deficiency (at least in the opinion of Rich Leduk;) Where there is a question of rule selection. See the version notes below for full details. Please find new options to demonstrate detailed symptoms attached, Create custom
wildcard skills, re-order the good list, and file a finished magic, 2nd edition library. Also find a new kind of filter in ads/disads, skills, and dialogs for devices, which lets you show only items that can be found in the basic set. These filters apply only if you are using the rules of the third version. May 22, 2015 A few years ago I decided I wanted to learn JavaScript a little better. As I usually do when I want to learn a language or something similar, I
chose a project. I mixed in my interest in role-playing games and decided to create a browser-based character letter manager for my favorite game system, GURPS. GURPS needed it compared to other gaming systems. First, gurps are very heavy on bookkeeping and accounting. To solve this, there are already many decent character sheet management software packages. But they are all stand-alone, load-on-your-own-(Windows) computer
apps that have requirements like Java. I wanted something that would work on any real operating system, and only it would be necessary that you had an Internet browser to run it. (You do, don't you! see?) This made JavaScript a good choice, as all modern browsers are also JavaScript interpreters. Doing it this way also means that my 'app' can either be something locally on your computer, or you can use it like a web page. There are
already some other online character sheet managers, but they don't really try to create a good-looking character sheet for viewing or printing. This package does a good job, if I say so myself: I have been working on it and on since then, and I have put several hours into it than I accept. I've got great with JavaScript, my family remembers me, and this thing works pretty well now, so I'm going to decide that I'm done. Culture: Dwarf elf Ghost Orc
Monster I captured basic set rules as much as I could; Skills, ads and disads, tools, armor, loads, defense, race templates, techniques, etc. you can create customized traits, skills and tools. Requirements, omissions, and specialty adjustments to skills all work properly. Attribute modifiers work, and are available to create custom dis/profit. Includes all magic spells from basic sets, my handling of equipment and loads with all of the basic tools,
weapons, armor, etc. is particularly good, I think. You can also include character art: enter a web URL or a path to a local file in the Path box under File → Upload Character Art. Your character can be saved to your computer, USB device, etc., and you can open and edit as many times as you want. You can open several different character sheets simultaneously in different windows or tabs. You can click on one of the character letter links
below Can start. Or you can download the package. There are also tutorials; without One, and a tutorial on templates. Gurps 3rd Edition, Original Single Page Layout GURPS 3rd Edition, 2 Page Layout GURPS 4th Edition Basement Fantasy GURPS 3Rd Edition, NPC Card GURPS 4Th Edition, NPC Card Here Are Some Scenario Layouts: GURPS 4Th Edition, Landscape Layout 1 GURPS 4 Version, Half Page GURPS 4 Version, Landscape
Layout 2 Some other layout of my own design: GURPS 4 version, my layout GURPS 4e, my 1st page layout GURPS 4e, 1 page NPC customized layout GURPS 4e, all style-y and accessories I've tried first on a multi-sheet: i.e., one page together with several JCSP cards or half sheets. These pages show 4 NPC cards or two half-page character sheets, arranged (if you window the right size) in two rows (or two rows of two), so that if you print
the page (with a landscape orientation for the NPC card sheet), print all four cards or both half pages together. That said, you have to do it just right to make it work. First, you can load a different character into each card or sheet using the JCSP menu, but if you refresh the page, they all reset the character you've recently modified. So load and print, using the browser print function. (Don't try to use the print command in the JCSP menu; it will
print only one character.) Second, I found that even though four cards should fit on the same scenario page, my printer wanted to split them until I shrunk things a bit, scaling about 90% in my case. 3rd Edition NPC Card Sheet 4 version NPC Card Sheet 4 version two half pages sheet I tried sheet in several browsers. The above instructions for Firefox work; Using Chrome I just had to set the margin in 'minimum' and layout 'landscape' (the
printout was in black and white, though). Using Safari I was unable to get print settings to insert more than one card/sheet on a page; Apparently Safari always wants to split up iframes. Opera crashes when I load multi sheet page - wtf? Not tried with Windows browser yet. The 3 and 4th editions are part of the full character letter files package for iconic characters (Dai Blackthorn et al). In the downloaded package, find them in the characters
directory. If you want to load one of them into any of the character sheets above, just copy one of the relative URLs below, open a character sheet, go to the open character URL → file in the menu, and paste the URL into the text box. These will display several features of this package. . . . /Character/Third Edition Distinguished/Corwin_Bearclaw.jcsp.. /Character/Third Edition Distinguished/Dai_Blackthorn.jcsp.. /Character/Third Edition
Iconic/Katrina.jcsp.. /Character/Third Edition Iconic/MAX.jcsp.. /Characters/Third Edition Distinguished/Rafaelholok.jcsp.. /Characters/Third Edition Distinguished/Robyn.jcsp.. /Characters/Third Edition Distinguished/Toovtekki.jcsp /Character/4th Edition Distinguished/C31.jcsp.. /Character/4th Edition Edition .. /Character/Fourth Edition Distinguished/Dai.jcsp.. /Character/4th Edition Distinguished/Headley.jcsp.. /Character/Fourth Edition
Distinguished/Iotha.jcsp.. /Characters/4th Edition Distinguished/Sora.jcsp.. /Characters/4th Edition Distinguished/Telkozep.jcsp.. /Character/4th Edition Distinguished/Xing_La.jcsp.. /Characters/4 Edition Iconic/Stick.jcsp Icons generally don't have fewer (third version) or no (fourth version) tools, so I've included some character files that show more of these features. If you want to see how this package handles equipment, loads, armor wear and
weapon wielding you should load the Toovtekki.jcsp (3rd edition) or stick.jcsp (4th version) file. For these sheets, 'Memory' uses your browser's sessionstorage instead of cookies. The character file is attached to the browser window/tab. If you open the character sheet in multiple windows/tabs, each can have its own character file. If you have opened or created a character in a window/tab, you can navigate between character sheets, and the
character file will follow around you. Characters are not attached to sheets in any way, they are attached to the rules (i.e., the rules of the third or fourth version). You can open and view the character of the third version in the fourth version character sheet (or vice versa); The character will still be provided using the correct (version 3) rules. A few years ago I wrote some software to generate random names for characters belonging to some
fictional cultures: dwarves, dwarves, etc. I recently found this and decided it should be included in the JCSP; This was done as release 1.9. You can try it here as well. If you have a question or feedback, please send me an email. My address is 'jim.thurmond', in the domain of this website: cox-thurmond.net. Give me a few days; I do not check this email address frequently. Disclaimer GURPS is a trademark of Steve Jackson Games, and its
rules and art are copyrighted by Steve Jackson Games. All rights are reserved by Steve Jackson Games. This game support is the original creation of James Thurmond and has been released for free delivery, not for resale, under the permissions given in the Steve Jackson Games online policy. The background image for version 1.11 (January 2020) custom armor form had disappeared; Now it is back. Better support for stacked Magery types.
Built-in core rules filter/Disads, skills, and tool dialog boxes for ads only. These filters are specific to the rules of the third version, and remove everything except what appears in the basic set (items in the appendix are not filtered). The symptoms containing modifiers or descriptions are now displayed with an open-close toggle, so you can choose whether to show all the details. For better clarity, these details are now printed on multiple lines
when they are shown. Rules about magical Runes and improvised spells are now better supported. (Finally) Fill in the magic stats for the Magic2e library. Custom wildcard skills (fourth version) are now supported. The list was buggy re-ordering dialogue, and was very sensitive (ironically) in order you had to move things to move. This has now been decided, or at least greatly improved. The tool items in this dialog are now printed with a little
more detail, so you can tell the addition of your two broadwords when you're moving them around. The third edition sheet can now display split HT figures for characters with additional or low hit points traits. General improvements to styling and rendering. Version 1.10 (May 2019) Library report can now be generated from the menu: File → Report. These are very useful, if I say so myself, especially if you have imported complementary libraries.
Column sorting (where current) is oddly slow; Use with a sense of humor. Worked out how to reliably deal with loading complementary libraries from a remote server. Now the Magic 2 version (compatible with the GIPS 3rd edition), magic third edition (compatible with Gurps 4 version), are complementary libraries for an incomplete library for low tech and high-tech. Those are the ones I've had for a while, but they are now simple to import. It
also has: a complementary library has been created for Fantasy Folk (version 2), which conforms to the rules of the Gurps third edition. It is incomplete; I don't yet support the 3e Division ST (I'm not sure I'll ever be on), so Centaur/Onocentaur, Giant, Dolphin, Ogre, and Sasquatch were omitting the race. Three new character sheets added: a new sheet designed for NPCs, one with a more modern look, and a basement fantasy sheet. New print
blank option to print character sheet that can be filled by hand. Fixed some printing issues. Natural weapons (fists, teeth, paws, etc.) are added to the weapon tables. Damage adjustments are calculated for controversy, karate and boxing. You can wield (but don't need to) to change these weapons, display parry scores and damage. Note that you can buy these natural weapons without taking the necessary benefits. Made some improvements
for handling of units for height, weight, cost etc. The new characters now have a non-alternative to gender. New line drawings are also available for non-human characters (and an empty) in character creation dialogues. Saved sheets should now be more stable (unusual text characters were causing problems reloading). Reworked how Magery's benefits are handled in the 4th edition library. Downside: Magery-0 now has a different advantage;
You should take it any further as a prerequisite for Magery. Upsides: The cost aspect for college and other limited forms of Magery are now calculated correctly, and you can take combinations (like two levels of full Magery and then a different level of sun-aspect for example). The Templates dialog box now displays a summary for the selected template in the menu. Added a lot of tools from Collection II that was somehow missed before the 3rd
edition library. The fabric is now found under armour, and the character may be worn on sheets. Added the little X off button to all of the dialog boxes, and applied off when the escape key is typed. On this page, and in the menu on each character sheet the Steve Jackson Games disclaimer was placed in the README documentation. More improvements in random character generation software. Someday I will be happy with this, but not yet.
Improved styling and layout of different dialog forms. Web-based styling (scroll bar, responsiveness, etc.) also improved at multiple locations in different sheets. Fixed rounding error reported by version 1.9 (May 2018) Credek (GAPS Forum: JCSP, 2016-11-19). Looking at edit linkers machinery. Mouseovers for virtual points now display half digits as fractions when it is preferred. Added name-generation to random character generation in the
new character dialog. Random character generation fixed half a dozen bugs in code. Jazz up the green theme, and black green and metallic bit (they were a little hard to read). The 3rd edition skill thrown weapon clearly requires a specialization; It is now in force. Fixed some issues with text area (character story/notes) in some sheets. Fix a bug that led to the lack of magory adjustments in custom spells. Added a water theme. All Quirks from
Basic PP 162-165 in the basic4e_library.js file were recorded as 1-point gains, i.e., as perks. Permanent. Background-image changed the detail used to save files from .gurps to .jcsp by using CSS to reapply character art panels. There's much better control over position and size, so now it's good for unedited images. A report menu command and a report (Spell College) applied. In a new character/random form, the 'Generated Random Name'
is now disabled when there is no generator. Only available for dwarves, dwarves, orks and ghosts. Apply (minimum) TL filtering and sorting for skill dialog menus. Reputation performance has improved. Changes in active security calculations and title annotations. Shield DB is no longer included in Dodge or Parry by default (this only applies to front/side attacks: B374). I added paths to the mantra list (and in their respective college groups). If
you take them as spells, they appear in Grimoire. They are still in skill too. Poison Skill 4e didn't tick the technical level in the library. Permanent. Tweaked the hit location table in gym4e and 4e2pg_landscape2 sheets, added a column for random hit rolling. In character art blocks applied a toggle-capable overlay of body part DR. Lifting the 4e ST benefits now really affects basic lift (and loads as such), as intended. This is the way to buy Loads
in 4e â€ Saw that the musical's ability wasn't connected to singing or musical instrumental skills because the adjustment object in the 3e library was using an absent group — it added. Fix a bug in the skill attribute default code that will sometimes return the level of zero when a attribute default is applied. Did some work on the move, swim, flight and their modifiers. Build auto-adjusting preference is now a default to 'off'. Enhanced parry (bare
hands) and enhanced parry (arms) added support for benefits. Ambidextrous characters can now wield a 'major hand' weapon in each hand. GURPS Lite has created a basic library for 4 version rules. Dialog boxes now opened, clicked, or caught by the mouse pop up in front of other open dialogs. Updated styling of dialog boxes too. Stealth skills now shows penalties for load levels. The cost for geniuses in a 3rd edition sheet was using the
same formula as for 4 version sheets, which was wrong. In 3, a talent is called group skill bonus, and regardless of the number of skills in the group, costs a flat 6 points per level (Collection I, pg177); Group skill bonuses for characters in the 3rd edition sheet now work this way. Users can now load any of the three basic rules available in any character sheet. When the rules being used are not matched, that rule is prominently displayed on the
right side of the toolbar. Version 1.8 (November 2016) Appendix after a quick bug-spotting, I've updated the 'live' code on the site for v1.8; I will not update the code for download until the next release. The bug in question affected the cost calculation for some modified symptoms. Version 1.8 (November 2016) restored the 'Load in Use Template Menu' option for the Save A template. Topics have gotten some attention, and there are two new
ones. The import library function has been removed, I hope temporarily. A 3rd edition NPC card added character sheets. Max (all in one night's work) is now a 3rd edition iconic character. Added a single page 4 version sheet based on the 4e remix. Select armor coverage forms in armor: Custom and edit tool dialog got a makeover. Added a 'quality group' filter for weapon dialog. PD/DR now shown below the menu in the 3e Select Armor dialog
(only DR was showing). 3e added some grenades to the library. Tool items that are measured, rather than counted (e.g. rope, wine, etc.) are now better handled. No more ration on sheets, 5 of passengers. Edit chainmail items in the 3e library to more accurately reflect the note at the bottom of the B210. Fixed a bug in the PD/DR calculation that affects chainmail. Solve how to deal with the complex armor layer, like the fabric + series + plate,
where there are odd 3e rules and weirdest possible interpretations. Random character generation functionality has been largely Various bug and performance issues were addressed. The performance and calculation of heights and weights in particular has been improved. improvements in the response area; Free text now saves and displays there properly. Version 1.7 (June 2016) boosts the default point from optional state-based defaults.
(Like Raphael Holyoake's half-point in sneaking from IQ-5 default.) ) Height and weight figures for new characters now adjust automatically based on ST. It can be turned off (or on) under Edit-&gt; Preferences (auto-adjusting build). Auto-adjust random characters too, but there is also random variance. Tweaked several aspects of load handling, which fixed at least one bug. The supplemental library support code broke the loading of main
library files on some browsers. It has been fixed. Full support for supplemental library 'linkers' by adding handling for groups. Added a new All Assets page to all (completed) character sheets. Improved collection handling. Shields now display a skill level like weapons in property tables. Cleaned and added a bit to the 3rd edition tool in that library. The performance of tech level information is now a preference. Costs (points, $) can now be
displayed using common fractions (e.g. 1/2, 3/4), where applicable. This is a preference setting. The 4e Landscape1 sheet (introduced in version 1.5) includes the 'Mantra' section; There were a number of issues that are now fixed. The 'Swim' section in the 2nd page 3 version sheet is now filled using 3rd edition swimming rules (pg B91). Version 1.6 (March 2016) added support for loading supplemental rule libraries. Non-basic set spells have
been removed from libraries of basic rules. Support for complementary libraries requires attaching new 'linkers' (omissions, requirements, etc.) from complementary libraries to character objects. A new 'Edit Linkers' dialog allows to edit or delete linkers if necessary. User-defined specialization requirements and group specialization requirements (e.g. any two musical instrument skills for the operational expertise of group performance skills now
work properly. Fixed a bug which had broken the ability of the dialog boxes to pull. Perqs are now perks. ⟨Meeable⟩ I rave, but a good thing that was raised in 'perquisites' can be much easier to confuse with 'necessities'. Two tutorials are now included in the package; One for creating a general tutorial and templates. Version 1.5 (December 2015) merging magic and skill classes. Like the traits in version 1.3, users can now put together spells
and skills in any order. Also added a second scenario oriented 4th edition sheet. Version 1.4 (October 2015) added racial templates to the new character dialog; Integrated into the Technique/Maneuver Edit Edit Skills dialog; the addition of Card character sheet. Version 1.3 (June 2015) This version saw the benefits, disadvantages, Perq and Quirks subclasses merge into the same new specialty class. For users, this symptom now allows you to
organize in whatever order (unless the sheet itself imposes some restrictions, such as the original 4 version sheets dividing ads from Disads). It may also be the update in which the random character generator was introduced. Started.
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